AS YOU LIKE IT… WE LOVE IT
English Week 2021 Report
“Literature is one of the most interesting and significant expressions of humanity.”
Possibly the most awaited event for English connoisseurs in DPS Gurgaon, As You
Like It hosted The English Week from 26th to 29th July 2021. These four days
were filled with an array of stimulating activities and holistic competitions which gave
the students and teachers alike, an opportunity to celebrate the English language.
An ode to the beauty of words, Class VI participated in ‘Portmanteau’, wherein they
formed words formed by joining two others and combining their meanings. Students
of Class VII took the celebrations one step further through the activity ‘Shaping
Books into a Collage’. The groups conveyed the themes of the books in an
exemplary manner by making digital collages. Tantamount to this, Class VIII
showcased their creativity through ‘What’s in a Poster?’. The students prepared
remarkable posters on authors and poets from all parts of the world.
The school was immersed in an atmosphere of celebration with Class IX making
‘Digital Magazine’. Tech savvy and creative students compiled magazines on
interesting topics. Interestingly, many magazines also conveyed accounts of their
unique experiences during the pandemic.
Furthermore, Class XI had something exciting in store for them with ‘Interview’.
The students got a chance to demonstrate their communication skills by simulating
interviews with famous personalities like Marilyn Monroe and Mahatma Gandhi.
This activity was a window for future journalists amongst the students. Without a
doubt, The English Week was the highlight of the year.
As You Like It is immensely grateful for the magnanimous contribution of the
school alumni, who acted as judges for a host of competitions. Lastly, the club would
like to thank the teachers and students for being such exemplary participants. This
whirlwind of literary events was truly memorable. The pictures received were
especially heart-warming. As You Like It endeavours to conduct such activities for
the years to come, as an appreciation for the world of literature.

